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Abstract: We consider representing tree structured features of structured data which are represented by rooted trees
with ordered children. As representations of tree structured features, we use ordered tree patterns, called ordered wildcard tree patterns, which have structures of rooted ordered trees, structured variables and wildcards for edge labels.
A structured variable can be replaced with an arbitrary rooted ordered tree. First we show that it is hard to compute
the two types of optimum frequent ordered wildcard tree patterns. Then we present an algorithm for enumerating
all maximally frequent ordered wildcard tree patterns. Finally we consider extended ordered wildcard tree patterns,
called ordered tag tree patterns, which have structured variables, wildcards, tags and keywords, and an algorithm for
enumerating all maximally frequent ordered tag tree patterns.
Keywords: ordered tree pattern, enumeration algorithm, tree structured feature

1. Introduction
As the amount of tree structured data has increased, the modeling of tree structured features common to given tree structured
data has been more and more important. So we investigate new
models for representing tree structured features. In this paper,
we consider models of tree structured features in two aspects,
i.e., representing power of tree structured patterns and the desired
properties that the tree structured patterns must satisfy.
Tree structured data which we consider in this paper are
semistructured data whose structures are modeled by rooted trees
with ordered children, based on Object Exchange Model [1].
Among tree structured data we consider are XML ﬁles, some
biological data such as the secondary structure data of RNA or
glycan data, and parse trees in natural language processing. For
example, in Fig. 1, the rooted ordered tree T 1 represents the structure which the XML ﬁle xml sample has.
As a model of tree structured features we propose wildcard tree
patterns, which are ordered tree patterns with structured variables
and wildcards, and match whole trees. A structured variable can
be replaced with an arbitrary rooted ordered tree and a wildcard
matches any edge label. Since a variable can be replaced with an
arbitrary tree and a wildcard match any edge label, overgeneralized patterns which satisfy the mere frequency and explain given
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data are meaningless. Then, in order to model tree structured features common to given tree structured data better it is necessary to
ﬁnd a wildcard tree pattern t which satisﬁes maximal frequency,
in the sense that t can explain more data of given tree structured
data than a user-speciﬁed threshold but any wildcard tree pattern
more speciﬁc than t cannot. In this work, the maximal frequency
of wildcard tree patterns is the desired property that the tree structured patterns must satisfy. That is, we need to ﬁnd maximally
frequent (or least generalized) wildcard tree patterns. For example, consider ﬁnding one of the least generalized wildcard tree
patterns explaining at least two trees in {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 } where T 1 ,T 2
and T 3 are trees in Fig. 1. The wildcard tree pattern t in Fig. 1
can explain all trees in {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 }, that is trees T 1 ,T 2 and T 3 are
obtained from t by replacing the variable of t with a tree. But t
can explain all trees, so t is an overgeneralized and meaningless
pattern. On the other hand, the wildcard tree pattern t in Fig. 1 is
one of the least generalized wildcard tree patterns explaining two
trees T 1 and T 3 but not T 2 . For example in Fig. 1, T 1 is obtained
from t by replacing the variable between vertices u1 and u3 with
the tree g1 , and the variable between vertices u4 and u9 with the
tree g2 , and by replacing wildcards with the corresponding edge
labels.
In this paper, we consider three computational problems, Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of Maximum Treesize, Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of Minimum
Variable-size, and All Maximally Ordered Wildcard Tree Patterns over wildcard tree patterns. Frequent Ordered Wildcard
Tree Pattern of Maximum Tree-size is the problem of ﬁnding the
maximum wildcard tree pattern t with respect to the number of
vertices such that t can explain more data of input data than a
user-speciﬁed threshold. This problem is based on the idea that
the wildcard tree pattern, which has more vertices than any other
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An XML ﬁle xml sample and a rooted ordered tree T 1 as its tree representation. g1 and g2 are
trees. g3 , . . . , g10 are word trees. A variable is represented by a box with lines to its elements. A
wildcard tree pattern t explains trees T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 . A wildcard tree pattern t is one of the least
generalized wildcard tree patterns which explain trees T 1 and T 3 but not T 2 . The wildcard tree
pattern t is a maximally σ-frequent w.r.t. D = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 }, where σ = 0.5.

wildcard tree patterns, gives more meaningful tree structured features to us. In a similar motivation, we consider the second
problem Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of Minimum
Variable-size, which is the problem of ﬁnding the minimum wildcard tree pattern t with respect to the number of variables such
that t can explain more data of input data than a user-speciﬁed
threshold. Firstly, we show that Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree
Pattern of Maximum Tree-size and Frequent Ordered Wildcard
Tree Pattern of Minimum Variable-size are NP-complete. This
indicates that it is hard to ﬁnd the optimum wildcard tree pattern representing given data. Next, we consider All Maximally
Ordered Wildcard Tree Patterns, which is the problem of generating all maximally frequent wildcard tree patterns. This problem is based on the idea that meaningless wildcard tree patterns
are excluded and all possible useful wildcard tree pattern are not
missed. We present an algorithm for solving All Maximally Ordered Wildcard Tree Patterns, i.e., an algorithm for enumerating
maximally frequent wildcard tree patterns. Finally, as an application of the algorithm for solving All Maximally Ordered Wildcard Tree Patterns, we consider an algorithm for solving All Maximally Frequent Ordered Tag Tree Patterns, which is the problem
of enumerating all maximally frequent ordered tag tree patterns.
We discuss related work. Recent research on tree structure patterns are reported [3], [4], [6], [14]. Our ordered wildcard tree
patterns and ordered tag tree patterns are diﬀerent from the above
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mentioned representations, in that our tree patterns have structured variables which can be replaced with arbitrary trees, and
match whole trees. In our previous work [7], [9], [11], we considered the concept of maximally frequent tree patterns with unordered children, contractible variables, height-constrained variables, all of which are diﬀerent from wildcard tree patterns and
ordered tag tree patterns. In [12], we considered ﬁnding a minimally generalized tree pattern, that is, a least generalized tree
pattern with its frequency of 1.0, from tree structured data with
many edge labels or with no edge label. Finding a minimally
generalized tree pattern from tree structured data with no edge
label has theoretical importance in learning theory. In this paper we focus on practical aspects of tree structured patterns, and
consider ﬁnding tree structured features, which are represented
by maximally frequent wildcard tree patterns, from tree structured data with many edge labels. In [13], we gave an eﬃcient
pattern matching algorithm for ordered term tree patterns, the extended algorithms of which we use in this paper for calculating
the matching relation of wildcard tree patterns with trees, and the
matching relation of tag tree patters with trees. The work [5] gave
an algorithm for enumerating all maximal tree patterns, which are
diﬀerent tree patterns with the frequency of 1.0. This paper is a
complete version of our previous results on ordered tag tree patterns [8].
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2. Preliminaries
2.1 Ordered Wildcard Tree Patterns as Tree Structured
Patterns
We explain ordered wildcard tree patterns as tree structured
patterns. Let Λ be a language which consists of inﬁnitely or
ﬁnitely many words. Let “?” be a special symbol, called a wildcard, such that “?”  Λ. Let Λ{?} be a proper subset of Λ. The
symbol “?” is a wildcard for any word in Λ{?} . For a set S , the
number of elements in S is denoted by |S |. In this paper, A tree
means a rooted ordered tree with ordered children such that each
edge is labeled with an element in Λ.
Deﬁnition 1 Let T = (VT , ET ) be a tree which has a set VT of
vertices and a set ET of edges. Let Eg and Hg be a partition of ET ,
i.e., Eg ∪ Hg = ET and Eg ∩ Hg = ∅. And let Vg = VT . An ordered
wildcard tree pattern (or simply called a wildcard tree pattern) is
a triplet g = (Vg , Eg , Hg ) such that each element of Eg is labeled
with the symbol “?”. Each element in Vg , Eg and Hg is called a
vertex, an edge and a variable, respectively.
For a wildcard tree pattern g and its vertices v1 and vi , a path
from v1 to vi is a sequence v1 , v2 , . . . , vi of distinct vertices of g
such that for any j with 1 ≤ j < i, there exists an edge or a variable which consists of v j and v j+1 . If there is an edge or a variable
which consists of v and v such that v lies on the path from the
root to v , then v is said to be the parent of v and v is a child
of v. We use a notation (v, v ) (resp. [v, v ]) to represent an edge
(resp. a variable) such that v is the parent of v . Then we call v
the parent port of [v, v ] and v the child port of [v, v ]. A wildcard
tree pattern g has a total ordering on all children of every internal
vertex u. The ordering on the children of u is denoted by <gu .
Deﬁnition 2 OT denotes the set of all trees whose edge labels
are in Λ. OWTP denotes the set of all wildcard tree patterns.
A tree T is a word tree if |VT | = 2 and |ET | = 1. For a word
w ∈ Λ, T (w) denotes the word tree whose edge is labeled with
the word w. For a subset Λ  Λ, we deﬁne the set of word

trees WT Λ = w∈Λ {T (w)}. Note that for any set Λ  Λ,
WT Λ  OT .
Let f = (V f , E f , H f ) and g = (Vg , Eg , Hg ) (resp. f = (V f , E f )
and g = (Vg , Eg )) be two wildcard tree patterns (resp. two trees).
We say that f and g are isomorphic, denoted by f  g, if there is
a bijection ϕ from V f to Vg such that (1) the root of f is mapped
to the root of g by ϕ, (2) (u, v) ∈ E f if and only if (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ Eg
and the two edges have the same edge label, (3) [u, v] ∈ H f if and
only if [ϕ(u), ϕ(v)] ∈ Hg , and (iv) for any internal vertex u in f
which has more than one child, and for any two children u and
u of u, u <uf u if and only if ϕ(u ) <gϕ(u) ϕ(u ).
Let g be a wildcard tree pattern or a tree with at least two vertices. Let σ = [w0 , w1 ] be a list of two distinct vertices in g where
w0 is the root of g and w1 is a leaf of g. Let f be a wildcard tree
pattern with at least two vertices and e a variable or an edge of
f . The form e := [g, σ] is called a binding for e. A new wildcard tree pattern or a new tree f  is obtained by apply the binding
e := [g, σ] for f in the following way. Let e = [v0 , v1 ] (resp.
e = (v0 , v1 )) be a variable (resp. an edge) in f . Let g be one
copy of g and w0 , w1 the vertices of g corresponding to w0 , w1
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of g, respectively. For the variable or the edge e, we attach g to
f by removing e from E f ∪ H f and by identifying the vertices
v0 , v1 with the vertices w0 , w1 of g , respectively. Further we de
ﬁne a new total ordering <uf on every vertex u of f  in a natural
way. Suppose that u has more than one child and let u and u be
two children of u of f  . we have the following three cases. Case

1: If u, u , u ∈ V f and u <uf u , then u <uf u . Case 2: If

u, u , u ∈ Vg and u <gu u , then u <uf u . Case 3: If u = v0 ,

u ∈ Vg , u ∈ V f , and v1 <uf u (resp. u <uf v1 ), then u <uf u

(resp. u <uf u ). A substitution θ for f is a ﬁnite collection of
bindings {e1 := [g1 , σ1 ], . . . , en := [gn , σn ]}, where ei ’s are mutually distinct variables or edges in f . The new wildcard tree pattern
or the new tree f θ, called the instance of f by θ, is obtained by
applying the all bindings ei := [gi , σi ] to f simultaneously. We
note that the root of f θ is the root of f .
For a variable e, a binding e := [g, σ] is called an OWTPbinding for e if g ∈ OWTP. For a variable or an edge e, a binding
e := [g, σ] is called an OT -binding for e if the form satisﬁes either
of the following conditions. (1) if e is an edge, then g ∈ WT Λ{?} ,
(2) if e is a variable then g ∈ OT . For a wildcard tree pattern
f and a substitution θ = {e1 := [g1 , σ1 ], . . . , en := [gn , σn ]} for
f , θ is called an OWTP-substitution for f if all bindings in θ are
OWTP-bindings, and θ is called an OT -substitution for f if the
following two conditions hold. (1) {e1 , . . . , en } = E f ∪ H f , (2)
all bindings in θ are OT -bindings. For an OWTP-substitution θ,
the new wildcard tree pattern f θ is called the OWTP-instance of
f by θ. For an OT -substitution θ, the new tree f θ is called the
OT -instance of f by θ.
Example 1 Let t and t be two wildcard tree patterns described in Fig. 1. Let θ = {[u1 , u3 ] := [g1 , [w1 , w3 ]], [u4 , u9 ] :=
[g2 , [w1 , w3 ]], (u1 , u2 ) := [g3 , [w1 , w2 ]], (u1 , u4 ) := [g4 , [w1 , w2 ]],
(u1 , u5 ) := [g5 , [w1 , w2 ]], (u2 , u6 ) := [g6 , [w1 , w2 ]], (u3 , u7 ) :=
[g7 , [w1 , w2 ]], (u4 , u8 ) := [g8 , [w1 , w2 ]], (u5 , u10 ) := [g9 , [w1 , w2 ]],
(u8 , u11 ) := [g10 , [w1 , w2 ]]} be a substitution for t , where g1 , g2
are trees and g3 , . . . , g10 are word trees in Fig. 1. Then the OT instance t θ of the wildcard tree pattern t by θ and a tree T 1 are
isomorphic in Fig. 1.
A wildcard tree pattern t matches a tree T if there exists an
OT -substitution θ such that tθ  T .
Deﬁnition 3 The language LΛ (t) of a wildcard tree pattern t
is {s ∈ OT | s  tθ for an OT -substitution θ }.
Let D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m }  OT be a set of trees. The matching
count of a wildcard tree pattern π ∈ OWT P w.r.t. D, denoted
by matchD (π), is the number of trees T i ∈ D (1 < i ≤ m) such
that π matches T i . Then the frequency of π w.r.t. D is deﬁned
by suppD (π) = matchD (π)/m. Let σ be a real number where
0 < σ ≤ 1. A wildcard tree pattern π is σ-frequent w.r.t. D if
suppD (π) ≥ σ.

3. Hardness Results of Finding the Optimum
Frequent Wildcard Tree Pattern
In this section, we give hardness results of computing an optimized wildcard tree pattern. First we show that it is hard to
compute the frequent wildcard tree pattern of maximum tree-size
w.r.t. a set of trees. The formal deﬁnition of the problem is as
follows.
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Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of Maximum Tree-size
Instance: A set of trees D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m }, a real
number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1) and a positive integer K.
Question: Is there a σ-frequent wildcard tree pattern
π = (V, E, H) w.r.t. D with |V| ≥ K?
Theorem 1 Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of
Maximum Tree-size is NP-complete.
Second we show that it is hard to compute the frequent wildcard tree pattern of minimum variable-size w.r.t. a set of trees.
The formal deﬁnition of the problem is as follows.
Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of Minimum Variable-size
Instance: A set of trees D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m }, a real
number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1) and a positive integer K.
Question: Is there a σ-frequent wildcard tree pattern
π = (V, E, H) w.r.t. D with |H| ≤ K?
Theorem 2 Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Pattern of
Minimum Variable-size is NP-complete.

4. Enumeration of Maximally Frequent Wildcard Tree Patterns
4.1 Enumeration Algorithm
Let D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m }  OT be a set of trees. A wildcard
tree pattern π in OWTP is maximally σ-frequent w.r.t. D if (1)
π is σ-frequent w.r.t. D, and (2) if LΛ (π )  LΛ (π) then π is not
σ-frequent w.r.t. D for any wildcard tree pattern π in OWTP.
All Maximally Frequent Ordered Wildcard Tree Patterns
(MFOWTP)
Input: A set of trees D  OT , a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1).
Assumption: Λ{?}  Λ.
Problem: Enumerate all maximally σ-frequent wildcard tree patterns w.r.t. D in OWTP.
We give an algorithm Gen-MFOWTP which generates all maximally σ-frequent wildcard tree patterns. Let D ∈ OT be an input
set of trees. A variable-only tree pattern is a wildcard tree pattern
consisting of only vertices and variables. We regard a variableonly tree pattern as a tree with the same tree structure. Asai et al.
[2] presented a rightmost expansion technique over trees and an
algorithm for enumerating all trees using the rightmost expansion
technique, also developed in [10], [15]. In the following procedure EnumFreqTP, we use this algorithm in order to enumerate
all variable-only tree patterns by regarding a variable as an edge.
For two variable-only tree patterns π and π , if π is obtained from
π by applying the rightmost expansion technique, then π is called
a child tree pattern of π and π is called the parent tree pattern of
π . An enumeration tree over the set of all variable-only tree patterns is a tree Tenum deﬁned as follows. Each node of Tenum is
a variable-only tree pattern. Let π and π be two variable-only
tree patterns which are nodes in Tenum . Then there exists an edge
from π to π if and only if π is a child tree pattern of π. The
enumeration tree over the set of all variable-only tree patterns is
illustrated in Fig 2. By using the same parent-child relation as in
[2], we can enumerate without any duplicate all variable-only tree
patterns in a way of depth ﬁrst search from general to speciﬁc and
ⓒ 2017 Information Processing Society of Japan

Fig. 2

The enumeration tree over the set of all variable-only tree patterns.

Algorithm 1 Gen-MFOWTP
Input: A set D  OT of trees and a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1);
Output: The set Π(σ) of all maximally σ-frequent wildcard tree patterns
w.r.t. D in OWTP;
/* Step1 Enumerate σ-frequent variable-only tree patterns */
1: Π1 (σ) :=EnumFreqTP(D, σ) (Procedure 2)
/* Step2 Enumerate all σ-frequent wildcard tree patterns */
2: Π2 (σ) :=ReplaceEdge(D, σ, Π1 (σ)) (Procedure 4)
/* Step3 Maximality test */
3: Π(σ) :=TestMaximality(D, σ, Π2 (σ)) (Procedure 6)
4: return Π(σ)

Procedure 2 EnumFreqTP
Input: A set D  OT of trees and a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1);
Output: A set Πout of variable-only tree patterns;
1: π := ({u, v}, ∅, {[u, v]})
2: Πout :=EnumFreqTPSub(D, σ, π) (Procedure 3)
3: return Πout

Procedure 3 EnumFreqTPSub
Input: A set D  OT of trees, a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1), and a variableonly tree pattern π;
Output: A set Πout of variable-only tree patterns;
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

if π is not σ-frequent w.r.t. D then
return ∅
end if
Πout := {π}
for each child tree pattern π of π do
Πout := Πout ∪EnumFreqTPSub(D, σ, π )
end for
return Πout

backtracking. Although the semantics of matching of tree structured patterns and tree structured data is diﬀerent from that in [2],
a parent tree pattern π is more general than its child tree patterns
π , that is LΛ (π )  LΛ (π), in generating process of variable-only
tree patterns.
We can prove the following theorem. Due to the space limit,
we omit the proof.
Theorem 3 Algorithm Gen-MFOWTP outputs the set of all
maximally σ-frequent wildcard tree patterns w.r.t. D.
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Procedure 4 ReplaceEdge

ƚĂŐ͗/ŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ͕ŬĞǇǁŽƌĚ͗ͬ^ĞĐ͕ͬǁŝůĚĐĂƌĚ͍͗

Input: A set D  OT of trees, a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1), and a set Πin of
variable-only tree patterns;
Output: A set Πout of wildcard tree patterns;
1: Πout := Πin
2: for each wildcard tree pattern π ∈ Πin do
3:
p := 1
/* p is an index of variables and edges of π in the DFS order */
4:
Πout := Πout ∪ ReplaceEdgeSub(D, σ, π, p) (Procedure 5)
5: end for
6: return Πout

Procedure 5 ReplaceEdgeSub
Input: A set D  OT of trees, a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1), a wildcard tree
patterns π and a positive integer p;
Output: A set Πout of wildcard tree patterns;
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

if p > |Eπ ∪ Hπ | then
return ∅
end if
Πout := ∅
Let T D be the wildcard tree pattern in Fig.3.
Let h be the p-th variable in the DFS order of all edges and variables of
π.
π? := π{[h := [T D , [RD , LD ]]}
if π? is σ-frequent w.r.t. D then
Πout := {π? }
end if
Πtmp := Πout ∪ {π}
for each wildcard tree pattern π ∈ Πtmp do
Πout := Πout ∪ReplaceEdgeSub(D, σ, π , p + 1)
end for
return Πout

Procedure 6 TestMaximality
Input: A set D  OT of trees, a real number σ (0 < σ ≤ 1), and a set Πin of
wildcard tree patterns;
Output: A set Πout of wildcard tree patterns;
1: Πout := Πin
2: Let T A , T B , TC and T D be the wildcard tree patterns in Fig.3.
3: for each wildcard tree pattern π ∈ Πout do
4:
for each variable h in π do
5:
if there exists an X ∈ {A, B, C, D} such that π{h := [T X , [RX , LX ]]}
is σ-frequent w.r.t. D then
6:
Πout := Πout \ {π}
7:
end if
8:
end for
9: end for
10: return Πout
RA
RB

RC

RD
?

LA

TA
Fig. 3

LB

TB

LC

LD

TC

TD

Wildcard tree pattens T X (X ∈ {A, B, C, D}).

5. Application to Enumeration of Maximally
Frequent Tree Patterns with Tags and Keywords
Deﬁnition 4 Let ΛT ag be a language consisting of inﬁnitely
or ﬁnitely many words in Λ. Let ΛKW be a language consisting of
ⓒ 2017 Information Processing Society of Japan
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A maximally σ-frequent tag tree pattern t w.r.t. D = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 }
given in Fig.1, where T ag = {Introduction, Comment, Conclusion},
KW = {/S ec/, /S ubS ec/} and σ = 0.5.

inﬁnitely or ﬁnitely many words of the form “/k/” for words k in
Λ, where we assume that “/”  Λ holds. We call a word in ΛT ag
a tag and a word in ΛKW a keyword. For a keyword /k/ ∈ ΛKW ,
we deﬁne the set Λ{/k/} = {w ∈ Λ | k is a substring of w}. Let
T = (VT , ET ) be a tree which has a set VT of vertices and a set ET
of edges. Let Eg and Hg be a partition of ET , i.e., Eg ∪ Hg = ET
and Eg ∩ Hg = ∅. And let Vg = VT . An ordered tag tree pattern
(or simply called a tag tree pattern) is a triplet g = (Vg , Eg , Hg )
such that each element in Eg is labeled with any of a tag, a keyword and the symbol “?”. Each element in Vg , Eg and Hg is called
a vertex, an edge and a variable, respectively.
Two tag tree patterns f and g are isomorphic if f and g are isomorphic as wildcard tree patterns (deﬁned in Sec. 2) by regarding
the symbol “?”, tags and keywords as edge labels. A substitution
for a tag tree pattern is an extended form of a substitution (deﬁned
in Sec. 2) for a wildcard tree pattern, where a binding e := [g, σ]
for an edge e with a keyword /k/ can replace the edge e with any
word tree g ∈ WT Λ{/k/} , and a binding e := [g, σ] for a variable e
can replace the variable e with any tag tree pattern or tree. A tag
tree pattern t is said to match a tree T if there exists a substitution
θ such that T  tθ holds. An edge e of a tag tree pattern is said
to match an edge e of a tree if there exists a substitution θ such
that the edge label of e after the replacement by θ equals the edge
label of e . OTTP(ΛT ag ,ΛKW ) denotes the set of all tag tree patterns
with tags in ΛT ag and keywords in ΛKW . For t in OTTP(ΛT ag ,ΛKW ) ,
the language LΛ (t) is deﬁned as {a tree T in OT | t matches T }.
Example 2 We explain the matching relation of an edge of
a tag tree pattern and an edge of a tree in Fig. 4. Let “Introduction” be a tag, and “/Sec/” a keyword. We assume that “Intro-
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duction”,“Sec1”,“SubSec2.1” and “Comment” are all included in
Λ{?} . In a tag tree pattern, let consider an edge e1 with a label “Introduction”, an edge e2 with a label “/Sec/” and an edge e3 with
a label “?”. In a tree, let consider an edge e1 with a label “Introduction”, an edge e2 with a label “Sec1”, an edge e3 with a label
“Sec2.1” and an edge e4 with a label “Comment”. Then we have
the following. e1 matches e1 . e2 matches e2 and e3 . e3 matches
e1 , e2 , e3 and e4 .
Let D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m } (m ≥ 1) be a set of trees, ΛD the set of
all edge labels of trees in D. The matching count of a tag tree pattern π w.r.t. D, denoted by matchD (π), is the number of trees T i ∈
D (1 ≤ i ≤ m) such that π matches T i . Then the frequency of π
w.r.t. D is deﬁned by suppD (π) = matchD (π)/m. Let σ be a real
number where 0 < σ ≤ 1. A tag tree pattern π is σ-frequent w.r.t.
D if suppD (π) ≥ σ. Let T ag be a ﬁnite subset of ΛT ag and KW

a ﬁnite subset of ΛKW . Let Λ(T ag, KW) = T ag ∪ /k/∈KW Λ{/k/} .
We denote by OTTP(T ag, KW) the set of all tag tree patterns π
with the tags of π in T ag and the keywords of π in KW. A tag
tree pattern π in OTTP(T ag, KW) is maximally σ-frequent w.r.t.
D if (1) π is σ-frequent, and (2) if LΛ (π )  LΛ (π) then π is not
σ-frequent for any tag tree pattern π in OTTP(T ag, KW).
Example 3 Let t be a tag tree pattern in
OTTP(T ag, KW), which is described in Fig. 5, where
we set T ag = {Introduction, Comment, Conclusion} and
KW = {/S ec/, /S ubS ec/}. The tag tree pattern t is a maximally
σ-frequent w.r.t. D, where σ = 0.5, D = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 } given in
Fig. 1. The tag tree pattern t is more speciﬁc than the wildcard
pattern t in Fig. 1, that is, LΛ (t )  LΛ (t ) holds.
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6. Conclusions
We have proposed wildcard tree patterns, which are ordered
tree patterns with structured variables and wildcards, and match
whole trees. First we have shown that it is hard to compute the
optimum frequent wildcard tree patterns, that is, the wildcard tree
pattern of maximum-tree size and the wildcard tree pattern of
maximum variable-size. Then we have presented an algorithm
for enumerating all maximally frequent wildcard tree patterns.
Finally, as an application, we have considered an algorithm for
enumerating all maximally frequent ordered tag tree patterns.
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